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Abstract— Internet has now provided the means for us to establish communication like never before ranging right from accurate representations
to high speed data transmission. With the new technological innovations arriving everyday, one that reached the users is online shopping but it
came with its own share of boon and bane. One of the imminent threat is that of intrusion and leak. Secret information can be hidden into sources
of information. These information files like audio, video,text or image helps us to set up an invisible type of communication known as
Steganography. In our project, we have used image steganography where we hide data inside stego image. Identity theft needs to be prevented,
hence we propose a new approach by providing information that's only necessary for transaction while shopping online. This ensures privacy and
personal data safeguarding for the user.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

There has been a rise in the usage of E-commerce now.
This has given rise to credit and debit card frauds along with
the leak of private information of customers, online
merchants and the banks. A typical scenario can be
considered when the users access these E-commerce
websites and provide the card details to complete the
transaction. Attackers attack to gain this information using
attacking techniques such as phishing etc.
If the sensitive data is acquired, data can be misused by
the attacker in a number of ways. Hence, the proposed
system offers a way to share just the necessary
information to complete transactions which ensures there is
data privacy and theft is avoided. It uses a combination of
image cryptography and steganography. The process goes
ahead by storing the user account details. The details may
contain information such as the account number, debit or
credit card number, PIN number. This information is stored
into an image using steganography. This image is then
split and both the halves created which undergo
encryption. This ensures that we don't enter sensitive data
on websites which are attackable, hence entering it only on
the shopping portal.
Root of needed information is obtained upon emerging
of the two halves. This addresses the information theft
concern at it's roots. It also facilitates successful transfer
with extended security measures.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Various catastrophical and costly mistakes such as
when shopping items bought using stolen card details,

industry penalties etc. happen on failure of payment systems.
Wordplay saw over 133,000 fraudulent transactions
that were reported which meant that theft was done every
20 seconds. Upon survey, we found that there were some
already proclaimed secure payment systems but consisting
of their own limitations given as follows:
1. Support for only one type of image.
2. Unfriendly situations to perform encryption or decryption.
3. In visual cryptography schemes that were used for data
hiding, flaws were found in encrypted shared file.
Hence, in our proposed system we use steganography
and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm.
III. MOTIVATION
There have been quite a few of motivation factors
which are as follows:
1. Online shopping has been receiving ever-increasing
attention.
2. Reducing the amount of burden on the shopkeepers,
banks and merchants with various problems such as card
data fraud and information security.
Time complexity can be reduced by our
proposed system and an extra layer of security can be
added to funds transaction process. It also provides a
better service for the customer by systematically providing
all the information about e-shopping.
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Using just the account details, it makes it easier for the
customer to make various transactions online. Provision for
the customers who do not have much time in hand, to shop
online and get other online payments done. Usage of
steganography in these scenarios ensures that customer
authentication password is safe thus maintaining customer
privacy.
IV. OBJECTIVE

VII.

SYSTEMARCHITECTURE

In our proposed system, the customer need only provide
the bare minimum information to the seller on the Ecommerce site. With this information it can confirm whether
the transaction has been made successfully with the bank.
Mainly, it is the account number of the card used for
transaction that is shared with the seller. Once the seller
confirms the account number to the authentic customer, it's
related receipt of payment is issued.
The specific objectives of this System are :
Only using account number, a customer can be given some
means to perform online transactions.By not having to
provide other sensitive and personal data, we save up a lot
of time and also safeguard the other card details.
V.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

A. Software
1. Platform : Windows 7
2. Programming Environment : Eclipse Kepler
3. HTTP Server : Apache Tomcat Server 7
4. Design : HTML,Jsp
B. Hardware
1. 4GB RAM
2. Hard disk : 40 GigaBytes or higher
3. Speed : 1.80 GigaHertz
C. Backend
MySQL
VI.

METHODOLOGY

1. Selection of topic
2. Preparing abstract and related documents
3. Collecting research paper related to topic
4. On-field survey of requirement gathering
5. Preparation of critique on the collected research papers
6. Technical research of different algorithms and
crypto systems.
7. Designing block OR architectural diagram
8. UML diagrams
9. Creating project module by module

Figure 2.

System Architecture

1.
2.

User has to register on Online Payment Portal.
User has to provide his/her Account details of any
Bank and this details are stored into Banks Server
Database.
3. Details such as account, debit and security pin
numbers of the users are then hidden by the
technique of steganography.
4. The image is then split into two halves, each
is encrypted using the AES algorithm.
5. One Cryptographic share is sent on User’s Gmail
address and other share is stored on Server.
6. Once Registration is complete, user can do online
shopping on Shopping Page and select an Item for
purchasing.
7. Once item is selected, user is redirected on for Money
Transfer. For Money transfer, user has to provide
Account
Number and
Cryptographic share
for authentication.
8. Request for Money Transfer is sent to Admin of
Respective Bank. Admin after logging in to Portal can see
Money Transfer requests from users of Bank.
9. Admin verifies customer by merging provided
cryptographic share with Server stored image share and
after getting full image, it is compared with original
image. If Customer is authentic then Admin can confirm
payment of user for an Item.
10. As Online Shopping Portals are insecure for
Customer’s Account Details, Customer has to provide
only Account Number on Shopping Portal and Secret
details of Bank account are obtained from merging
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user share with Server share by Admin of Bank.
VIII.

ALGORITHM

Steganography Algorithm :
An image can be configured to hide secret data
which gives up an advantaage over traditional cryptography
alone.
Cryptography almost gives away the fact that there could be
some kind of encrypted message provoking the attacker to
decrypt. Hence, steganography helps with concealment inside
files, images etc.
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a secure payment system. It provides facility to the
customer to do payment by online transactions using just
the account detail. Sensitive data like account details can
be secured and eventually save time. It mainly provides a
way to just show particular information which are
necessary to perform transactions on the E-commerce
website.
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